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viewing. Google sought to compare these “skippable” in-stream advertisements to the
conventional (non-skippable) in-stream video advertising formats, using a new advertising
effectiveness metric based on the propensity to search for terms related to advertising
content. Google’s findings indicated that skippable video advertisements may be as
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data from randomized experiments showed a strong implied viewer preference for the
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skippable advertisements. Taken together, these results suggest that formats like TrueView
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in-stream advertisements can improve the viewing experience for users without sacrificing
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advertising value for advertisers or content owners.

INTRODUCTION
YouTube is the most popular online video com-

• as in-stream pre-rolls and overlays in videos that
users watch,

munity in the United States and in the world

• on the right-hand side of the video watch page,

(comScore, 2012; NielsenWire, 2012; DoubleClick,

• in search results, and

2011). Founded in February 2005 and purchased by

• on the home page.

Google in November 2006, YouTube in mid-2012
served more than 4 billion views per day world-

One of the dominant video advertising formats

wide; at that time, 60 hours of video were uploaded

on YouTube (and elsewhere online) is the simple

to the site every minute. More than 800 mil-

in-stream video advertisement, in which a short

lion unique visitors visited YouTube each month

video—much like a television commercial—is

(YouTube, 2012).

played prior to the user-selected video content.

Online video advertising, still a relatively new

In 2010, YouTube introduced a new variation on

and promising concept (Plummer et al., 2007;

this format: TrueView in-stream video ads, in

DoubleClick, 2009), is an essential part of Google’s

which the user could choose to skip directly to the

monetization model for YouTube. In 2012, adver-

desired video content after 5 seconds of viewing

tisements (including advertisements from more

the advertisement.

than 1,000 small advertisers every day) were

With TrueView, advertisers are billed only if the

shown on more than 3 billion YouTube views each

user watches at least 30 seconds (or the complete

week.

advertisement, if it is less than 30 seconds long).

YouTube advertisements appear in a variety of
contexts:
DOI: 10.2501/JAR-52-4-000-000

Marketers have found this format immensely
popular; through the middle of 2012, TrueView had
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doubled in volume every quarter since it

that are “skipped” (abandoned or skipped

Each group in the experiment represented

was introduced. As of July 2012, fully 70

early) using observational data from You-

approximately 0.1 percent of YouTube traf-

percent of in-stream advertisements on

Tube logs. The authors then summarize

fic. Users were placed into these groups

YouTube were skippable in this way.

their understanding of the new skippable

by selecting random ranges of browser

in-stream advertising format and its rela-

cookies.

The main motivations behind the new
skippable format were

tive effectiveness with respect to the traditional version.

• to improve user satisfaction with the site

A limitation of this approach was that
it measured only the impact across all
YouTube content when, in fact, there

by reducing the negative consequences

IMPACT OF SKIPPABLE IN-STREAM

likely was wide variation. Users almost

of advertisements (such as users leaving

ADVERTISEMENTS ON USER

certainly are more tolerant of advertise-

the site early), and

SATISFACTION

ments on some videos than on others.

Randomized Experiment for Advertising

For the purpose of this article, however,

the site (which would otherwise cause

Formats Holdback

the authors ignored these differences and

them to return less frequently).

The vast majority of YouTube advertise-

focused only on the aggregate impact

ments on the watch page fall into one of

across all YouTube videos watched by

the following categories:

each group.

• in-stream video advertisement (trad-

Metrics to Assess User Impact of

• to improve users’ overall perception of

Having an option to skip an advertisement allows users to get to the video content that they intended to watch quickly
or to view the in-stream advertisement if
it appears to be relevant and interesting.

itional or skippable);

Advertisements

• overlay text or image advertisement

Total time spent by users in each experi-

The viewing options raise a number of

that appears in the lower center part

ment group watching YouTube videos

questions that can be broadly classified as

of the player while a user is watching a

(briefly referred to as “watch time”) was

video; or

used as a proxy to quantify the negative

“user happiness” and “advertising effectiveness”—considerations that usually are
seen as inherently conflicting in nature:
• Does

making

in-stream

• mid-page companion unit (MPU) that is

impact of advertising. Low watch time for

a 300 × 250 display advertisement that

a group of users would imply that they

appears to the right of a video player.

had a negative experience at YouTube and

advertise-

tended to leave the site early or return less

ments skippable indeed reduce nega-

To assess the impact of one or a combi-

frequently. On the contrary, higher watch

tive advertising impacts on users? And,

nation of these advertising formats on

time would suggest that those users were

second, how much more attractive is

YouTube users, the authors ran a multi-

more satisfied with the site.

YouTube to users due to the transition to

arm randomized controlled experiment

skippable advertisements?

(Tang et al., 2010) with the control group

User Impact of Various Advertising

• How does user engagement with in-

having all advertising formats enabled

Formats

stream advertisements differ for these

(“status quo”) and the experimental

Removing all three advertising formats

two formats? And, second, for advertis-

groups having one, several, or all advertis-

resulted in approximately a 5.5-percent

ers, do their advertisements gain or lose

ing formats disabled.

gain in watch time in the United States

effectiveness when users are permitted

For example:

to skip them?

(“no-ads” group; Figure 1). At the same
time, just removing in-stream advertise-

In this study, the authors attempt to
answer these questions by using data from

• Users in the “no-ads” experimental

ments in the United States resulted in

group would not get any of the afore-

about a 3.8-percent gain (“no in-stream”

mentioned formats;

group), with the other two formats having

randomized experiments run on YouTube.

• users in the “overlay-only” group only

significantly lower negative user impact

They also take a deeper look at the new

would see overlays but no in-streams

(“no-MPU” and “no-overlay groups”). In

skippable in-stream format and compare

and MPUs; and

other words, in-stream video advertise-

user engagement for advertising impres-

• users in the “no MPU” group would

ments had the largest negative impact on

sions that are “viewed” (completed or

only see overlays and in-streams but no

YouTube users, as has been reported previ-

watched for at least 30 seconds) to those

MPUs.

ously (Dorai-Raj et al., 2011).
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Change in Watch Time by Removing an Ad Format (%)
Note: Gain in watch time relative to the status quo by removing advertising formats (light and dark shades indicate that in-stream advertisements were excluded or
included, respectively). The left pane contains a world-wide comparison; the right pane is limited to the United States only.

Figure 1 User Impact of Various Advertising Formats
User Perception of Various Advertising

user-reported satisfaction (Figure 2). Com-

Respondents also were asked to com-

Formats

paratively, the removal of overlay adver-

ment on what they liked and disliked

To gather qualitative feedback on user per-

tisements had a much smaller negative

most about YouTube advertisements. The

ception of YouTube advertisements, the

impact on user-reported satisfaction of

authors selected and coded a random

authors administered an online survey to

YouTube.

sample of 364 free-text responses.

a subset of U.S. YouTube users in the fol-

In line with the previous findings, the

lowing experimental groups:
• control,
• no ads,
• no in-stream, and
• no overlay.
More than 2,500 YouTube viewers completed survey responses during 1 week in
January 2012.
Respondents were asked to rate their
satisfaction with YouTube on a 7-point Likert scale (from “Extremely Dissatisfied” to
“Extremely Satisfied”). Though removing all three advertising formats resulted
in a 6.9-percent increase in reported user
satisfaction among the “no-ads” group,
simply removing in-stream advertisements resulted in a 6-percent increase in

biggest complaint by respondents was
No ads

pre-roll in-stream video advertisements,

No instream

which accounted for 38 percent of all
negative feedback. (Respondents were

No overlay

not asked about any specific advertis0

ing formats). Further, many respondents

2
4
6
Change in User
Satisfaction by
Removing an
Ad Format (%)

specifically mentioned that they disliked
non-skippable in-stream advertise
ments
because they value the opportunity to skip
uninteresting or irrelevant advertisements.

Figure 2 Gain in Reported
User Satisfaction Relative
to the Status Quo for the
Experimental Groups by
Removing Advertising Formats

As one respondent stated, “Usually if
an ad is interesting or relevant I will not
use the skip feature because I’m genuinely
interested in the content of the ad but if it
is neither relevant nor interesting, then I
don’t feel like I should be forced to watch
the duration of a lame ad.”
Another study participant reported
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frustration with the delayed access to

gain in watch time (Figure 3). Simply mak-

numbers, the authors determined the

content in non-skippable advertisements:

ing all in-streams skippable, however,

following approximate relationships for

“The ads that I can’t skip through before

provided a 1.2-percent gain—a substantial

the groups with no in-streams and only

watching a video are incredibly irritat-

improvement, as turning off all advertise-

skippable in-streams:

ing. The other ads are tolerable but it’s

ments on the watch page increased the

very frustrating when I’m trying to show

watch time by about 5.5 percent.

a friend a video and we have to wait two
minutes just to watch it.”

The results show that, by allowing a
user to skip an in-stream advertisement,

0.7 · s + 0.3 · f = 3.8,

s = 1.2

Solving this system yielded f ≈ 9.87 and
f/s ≈ 8.2.

The findings from this survey provide

YouTube was able to reduce the negative

further evidence that users prefer not

impact of this format by about 30 percent.

In other words, from the perspective of lost

to see advertisements in general and in-

Thus, making in-stream advertisements

watch time, the skippable in-stream video

stream advertisements in particular.

skippable, thereby, was shown to signifi-

advertising format was roughly eight

cantly improve the YouTube experience,

times better than the traditional one. And

making the site more attractive to users.

although the derivation of this number

Randomized Experiment to Compare
Traditional and Skippable in-Stream

In the “status quo” control group, about

was based on simplified assumptions, it

Advertisements

70 percent of in-streams were skippable. To

demonstrates the dramatic improvement

The current study also examined whether

further quantify the reduction of the nega-

in user experience due to giving a user an

skippable in-stream advertisements were

tive impact of in-stream advertisements

option to skip an in-stream advertisement.

better tolerated by users.

obtained by making them skippable, the

To compare traditional and skippable

authors considered the following relation-

USER ENGAGEMENT WITH SKIPPABLE

in-stream video advertising formats, the

ships based a simplified assumption that

IN-STREAM ADVERTISEMENTS

authors set up a randomized experiment

the impact of skippable and non-skippable

Engagement Metrics

in which the same creative executions were

formats on users was additive:

The authors sought to develop a novel

run in both skippable and non-skippable

metric for user engagement with a video

versions. The experiment had two groups

The authors denoted by “s” the pen-

advertisement by measuring whether the

of roughly 50,000 YouTube users, with

alty (lost watch time in percent relative

relevancy of YouTube search queries with

the first seeing only traditional in-stream

to the status quo) when all in-streams

respect to the advertising content was

video advertisements (skippable adver-

are skippable and by “f” the penalty

higher after the advertisement has been

tisements were disabled) and the second

when they were forced (i.e., not skip-

viewed.

seeing the same creative executions but

pable). Then using the aforementioned

as skippable advertisements (all other in-

term music prior to seeing an automobile

stream advertisements were disabled).

traditional and skippable form; users in
the experiment saw either the skippable or
non-skippable versions but not both.

advertisement and cars after seeing the

U.S.A.

As a result, each creative execution in
the experiment had impressions in both

No
instream

advertisement, the difference in results
3.8%

No
standard
instream

1.2%
0

Advertisements Skippable

Change in Watch Time by
Removing an Ad Format (%)

In an analysis of watch time gain relative to

1

Making all in-stream
ads skippable
reduces negative
impact by ≈30%

Benefits of Making in-Stream

2

3

the status quo due to removing in-streams
advertisements (“no in-stream” group) versus making them all skippable (“no standard in-stream” group), the authors found
that completely removing in-stream advertisements resulted in roughly a 3.8-percent
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In other words: If a user searched for the

can be seen as a sign of user engagement
with the advertisement and a rough measure for advertisement effectiveness.
This “search lift” due to an advertisement was calculated for every advertising
impression, and the proportion of impressions with a positive search lift was used
as a proxy for total user engagement with
the ad—a metric the authors have called

Figure 3 Gain in Watch
Time Relative to the Status
Quo by Making All in-Stream
Advertisements Skippable

December 2012

“follow-on search” (FOS).
A binary indicator of the FOS engagement can be derived from the YouTube
logs for each in-stream video advertising
impression. Specifically:
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Consider a hypothetical user session

to completion (completed) or skipped

• natural variability in how engaging

where the user performed YouTube

impressions, etc. The FOS score for the

users found different creative execu-

searches s1, s2, …, sk before a particular

group of impressions A then is defined

advertising impression a (traditional

as the proportion of impressions that

or skippable in-stream), and YouTube

had a search lift:

searches sk + 1, sk + 2, …, sn after it. Define
w(s) to be the set of unique words in a
search query s and k(a) be a set of unique

advertisers (e.g., younger versus older
users), and

m

S(A) =

tions in general,
• which groups were targeted by different

∑ L(a )
i

i =1

m

• how informative the available creative

.

description might be.

keywords describing the video creative
played in the advertisement a. Then

This score can be derived for each video

Results obtained by the authors indicate

for the video advertising impression a,

advertisement creative (and potentially its

that traditional and skippable in-stream

define the relevance score of the search

specific subgroups as mentioned above)

formats do not show significant difference

query s as the proportion of keywords

using the data from the YouTube logs.

in FOS engagement (Figure 4).

r ( s) =

w(s) ∩ k( a)
k ( a)
,

where ||.|| denotes the number of elements in a set.

The principal advantage of the FOS metrics is that they can be computed mechanically for any number of advertisements
without human involvement.
More subjective measures of viewer
engagement—such as those based on

The authors then computed the maxi-

audience surveys—almost certainly are

mum relevancy of searches before and

superior for judging advertising effective-

after the advertising impression:

ness, but they are very difficult to con-

Rbefore = max r(si ), Rafter = max r(si ) .
i = 1, 2 , , k

i = k + 1, , n

executions. For example, developing and
administering a brand-awareness survey

sion a was derived as

for each one video advertisement would

1, Rafter > Rbefore
(1)
L( a) = 
0 , otherwise.

be impractical. Thus, though any indi-

In other words, the authors observed that

metrics provide a reasonable proxy and,

the impression had a search lift if the maxi-

the authors believe, yield useful aggregate

mum relevancy of search queries after the

results for large-scale studies of this kind.

vidual advertiser would be better served
by a more traditional measure, the FOS

advertisement was higher than the maxiFOS score is derived based on the

Comparing Traditional and Skippable
in-Stream Advertising Formats

impression-specific lifts (1) in the follow-

To compare FOS engagement of the tradi-

ing manner:

tional and skippable in-stream advertising
formats, the authors used data from the

Consider a set of impressions A =

experiment described in the previous sec-

{a1, a2, …, am} for a specific video adver-

tion in which the same creative executions

tisement over some period of time (a

were run as traditional (non-skippable) or

month, for example). These can be either

skippable in-stream ads.

all impressions of this video advertise-

As the same advertising creative exe-

ment or a specific group such as only

cutions appeared in both versions, the

billed (or not billed) impressions if this

authors were able to reduce a number of

is a skippable in-stream or only watched

possible biases, including

0.3

0.1

thousands of distinct advertising creative

lift due to the video advertising impres-

1

0.1

duct at this scale. These analyses involved

Finally, the binary indicator of the search

mum relevancy of searches before it.

2.5

Skippable Instream:
FOS Score (%)

that were matched by this search query:

0.3

1

2.5

Regular Instream:
FOS Score (%)
Note: Each point represents a creative
execution (with point size reflecting the
impression count and, thus, its precision); the
axes values correspond to the FOS score of
the creative run as skippable or traditional
in-stream. The black-dashed identity line
serves as a “no-difference” reference, with
points above it indicating that the group on the
Y axis had higher FOS scores than the group
on the X axis, and vice versa. The gray solid
line represents the overall average difference
between two groups, with dotted gray lines
visualizing the 95-percent confidence interval.
Both axes are on a logarithmic scale, and the
relationship of type y = λ ⋅ x would appear as a
line parallel to the identity line that is above (or
below) it if λ is greater (or smaller) than one.
In this comparison, the identity line almost
exactly overlays the gray trend line and is well
within its confidence intervals. Also, points that
lie farther away from the identity line on both of
its sides tend to be smaller, implying that they
represent less accurate estimates of the FOS
scores than those closer to or on the identity line.

Figure 4 FOS Engagement
for Skippable and Traditional
in-Streams Does Not Differ
Significantly
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Advertisements
With skippable in-stream advertisements,
the advertiser is billed for an impression
only if a user either watches the advertisement to its completion or watches at
least 30 seconds if the advertisement is
longer than that. The authors, in the current study, refer to these impressions as

2.5
1

0.3

0.1
0.1

“billed” and to the rest of the impressions
(those that were skipped early or abandoned) as “skipped.”
Given this billing model, it is natural
to investigate whether billed impressions
result in higher effectiveness. In other
words, is YouTube charging for the right

More Active Completers:
FOS Score (%)

Impressions for Skippable In-Stream

Billed Views: FOS Score (%)

Comparing Billed and Skipped

0.3
1
2.5
Skips or Abandons:
FOS Score (%)

Note: An analysis of FOS engagement for
billed versus not skippable in-streams
impressions shows a clear separation of black
and gray lines, with most of the point mass
being above the identity line. The chart has
the same structure as in Figure 4 except that
it compares billed and not views for skippable
in-stream advertisements.

impressions?
To compare the FOS engagement for the
billed and not skippable in-stream impressions, the authors used data for all skippable impressions on non-music content in
the United States for 2 months. The nonmusic content was chosen for comparison

Figure 5 FOS Engagement for
Billed Skippable in‑Streams
Impressions Is Higher than for
Skipped or Abandoned Ones

2.5
1

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.3
1
2.5
Less Active Completers:
FOS Score (%)

Note: More active completers have substantially
higher FOS engagement.

Figure 6 FOS Engagement
for More versus Less Active
Completers of Skippable
in‑Streams
with the skippables advertisements that
they choose to complete.
DISCUSSION

because such viewers are known to be

The results of the current study indicate

more active, making the comparison more

that YouTube skippable in-stream adver-

accurate (Figure 5).

advertisements that had keyboard or

tisements deliver effectiveness compa-

skippable

mouse activity during the playback after

rable to the traditional in-stream format

impressions that become billed views

a video advertisement (“more active”

while reducing the negative impact of

resulted in about 1.2 times higher FOS

completers) to those who did not (“less

advertising on users.

engagement than those in which a user

active”).

On

non-music

content,

To arrive at this finding, the authors

either abandoned or skipped an advertise-

User engagement likely falls across a

ment before 30 seconds. This suggests that

broad spectrum, and users who are more

• measured time spent watching videos

search behavior on the site is, in fact, influ-

active during video playback (using

on YouTube when traditional in-stream

enced by advertising views and that FOS

their mouse or keyboard) may be more

advertisements were present and when

score is, therefore, a meaningful measure

engaged during the advertisements. So, it

they were replaced by skippable versions;

of user engagement. It also implies that

is reasonable to expect that “more active”

billed views should be more effective

completers of skippable in-stream adver-

than skipped views due to higher user

tisements have higher FOS engagement

engagement.

than “less active” ones. The authors’ analysis yielded results consistent with that,

• compared

user-reported

ments were enabled and were not;
• analyzed user comments on their perception of advertisements; and

Comparing More and Less Active

with the relative difference being approxi-

Completers for Skippable in-Stream

mately 1.5 (Figure 6). This finding further

stream

To further validate the proposed follow-

supports the validity of the proposed

search queries on the site.

on

engagement

metrics,

• quantified user engagement with inadvertisements

using

later

the

engagement metrics—a strong signal con-

authors compared the FOS engagement

sistent with the expected direction, with

This work has several important limita-

for completers of skippable in-stream

more active YouTube users more engaged

tions. As noted, the negative impact of

70

search

satisfaction

with the site when in-stream advertise-
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advertising on users was computed across
all YouTube content, but there still exists
wide variation across specific content
types and particular channels. This impact
also depends on the specific advertising
load and will vary from month to month
as more (or fewer) advertisements are
sold. The aggregate number presented in
the current study is unlikely to be representative of the impact of advertisements
on any particular YouTube video or chan-

Online video advertising
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